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ABSTRACT

A multi-element baseline design, replicated across three dyads of

severely retarded subjects, r¡ras used to compare two methods of scheduling

trainíng sessions in a sheltered workshop. The trainíng tasks were Ë\,ro,

eight-step assembly tasks. Extended training sessions, which \^rere approximately

thirty minutes in duration, \¡rere compared with intermittent training sessions

which were approximately ten minutes in duration. It was concluded that the

intermittent training sessíons r^/ere as effective as the extended sessions in

teaching the Eraining tasks. Further, Ëhe conduct. of intermittent sessions

was prefered because they permitted the trainer to concurrently manage the

production contÍ.ngencies for eleven workshop workers. One dyad of trainees

failed to learn either training task despite approximately t\^renty hours of

trainí-ng. These subjectst performance on a discriminatíon learning test

(the AVC) revealed that they did not possess the learning-to-learn skills

mastered. by those subjects who learned both training Ëasks. It was suggested

that thís test could be used in developing trainee selection procedures in

sheltered workshops.



INTRODUCTION

,In a review of behavior modificat.ion research in sheltered \,¡orkshops

for the mentally retarded, Martin & Pallotta-Cornick (L979) called for the

development of a vocaËional ski1l trai.ning package that would provide workshop

staff r¿Íth effectíve guidelínes for teaching clients to perform new work skills.

The design of this training package will be determined, Ëo a large extenË, by

the results of research that compares varíous components of training procedures

such as the different chaining formats and reinforcement straËegíes used during

skíll training (eg. see Koop, Martin, Yû, and Suthons, 1980; Marti-n, Koop,

Hanel, and Turner, In Pressi Yu, Martin, Suthons, Koop, and PalloËta-Cornick,

1980). As more information is gained concerning the effectíveness and durability

of the ouËcomes of specific component procedures, there is an increased need.

to begin Ëo examíne how a skill training package can be designed Eo be

practical and easily adaptable by Ëypical workshop staff. This Ís a vlral

element of the learning-based and outcome-oriented research strategy (eg. see

Azrín, L977) that promises Lo engender effective traÍning packages.

The purpose of thÍs study r^/as to compare tv/o strategies for directing the

actÍvities of workshop staff to the conduct of systematic and daily vocational

ski11 traíning sessions. A secondary purpose Ìras Eo nrodify rraditional prompt.ing,

fading, and reinforcement procedures commonly used during trai-nj-ng, Eo suiÈ

the human and physical resources typically found in sheltered workshop settings.

Observations during a pilot sËudy, conducted in a sheltered workshop aË

Ëhe Manitoba School for the Rerarded, reveal-ed that very little of the staffrs

time was spent training clients Ëo perform the work undertaken by the \^iorkshop.

The condiEions responsible for Ëhe absence of training at thís, and possibly

other workshops, included the presence of a specÍal set of conËractual

contíngencies impinging upon Ëhe daily behavior of workshop staff. Many sheltered
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workshops obtaín \¡/ork contracËs from other business on the basis of their

ability to complete the work røiËhin a specified period of time and with an

acceptable number of production errors (usua11y less than 5Z). The exËent Ëo

which these requirements are meË deËermine the business viability and survival

of the workshop. Therefore it is not surprisÍng that more importance ís credÍted,

to production supervision activities than Ëo the conduct of training sessions.

In order to neeL product.í.on deadlines, there is a maximal demand for staff to

engage in production supervísion act.ívities such as provídíng supplies, collecË.ing

completed rvork, prompting for increased production and managing the production

contingencies for individual- clients (eg. see Martin, Pallotta-Cornick,

JohnsËone, and Goyos, 1980). Production demands also resulË in workshop staff

encouraging even those clients vüho can correctly perform only some steps of the

work to engage in full producËion of Ëhat work. I,lhen staff are not directly

supervising the clientst producEion, Ehey are engaged in extensive visual

and/or manua] inspection of completed work in order to maintaín an acceptable

level of qualíty; Ëo the extent that productíon errors are found, additíonal

staff lime is spent rectifying Ëhese errors. Therefore, in a workshop with a

client/staff ratio of approximately 12 to 1, there Ís, by virtue of a set of

contractual conEingencies, a limited anount of time available for vrorkshop sraff

to conduct daí1y skil1 Èraíning sessions.

Consíderíng Lhat the workshop Íneluded clienËs v/ho vrere not completely

traíned to perform Ëhe contracEed work, there r¡rere essenEially two ruays in

which the workshop staffs I time could be directed t.o Ëhe conducË of Lraining

sessíons. Fj-rst, it was possible for staff Ëo do some training while at Lhe

same Ëime providing some production supervision (eg. an intermj-Ltent

schedule of training sessions). Specifically, in a workshop with a client/

staff ratío of approximately 12:L, it. rvas considereå desirable for one staff
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(or trainer) to conduct daily Ëraining sessions for at least one client

(traínee), while concurrently supervísing the production of eleven other

clients. In order for the trainer to engage in the production supervisíon

actÍvitJ-es, the 'duraEion of the training sessions that he/she conducted had

to be brief (approximately 10 minutes), and seperated by intervals of

approximately 15 minutes, during which time production supervision could

occur.

An alternative, and more traditional, training session schedule

consisËed of assigni-ng a trainer to conduct several Ëraini.ng sessions per

dty, each of r¿hich would be approximately 30 minuËes in duration and seperated

by intervals of at least 15 minutes (eg. see Bellamy, Horner, and Inman, L979).

A possible advantage of this extend.ed schedule of traíning sessions \,ras that

Ëhe trainee could engâge in more massed practice of the training task than

that afforded by the intermittent schedule. However, an inherent disadvantage

of tht: extendeC schedule was that a greater amount of the trainerts time would

be consumed in conducting sessions, and that duríng these times he/she would

be unable to supervise the production of clients not receivíng traíning. The

conduct of trainÍng sessions on an extended schedule would therefore be done at 
,

the expense of increasing the production supervision workload of other workshop

staff.Althoughanintermittentschedu1eoftrainÍngSeSsionSmaybemore

practical in terms of permitting the trainer to maintain a desirable level of

production supervisíon, Ëhe extended schedule may afford a fasLer rate of

learning the training task. That is, the gaÍns in training, in relarion to

t.he time spent conducting sessíons, may be greater with the exLended schedule

of training sessions which permíts more massed practice of the training task

during each session.

In Ëhe process of developing the training """"ion schedule alternatives,

consideraËion v¿as given to the nature of the \,rork that trainees would be engaged
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in during j.ntersessíon intervals. Some researchers (eg. Bellamy et aI., 7979)

have ímplied that during these intervals the traÍnee must not be permitted to

engage in the training task because of the possibility and consequence of

emitting errors during this time. Specífically, if a trainee emits an error

in completÍng the training task during an intersession ínterva1, the

opportunity to proceed through the chaín of task responses may function as a

conditj.oned reinforcer for the error response. In order to compliment the

massed practice feature of the extended sehedule, it was determined that

during these intersession íntervals, the traj-nee should engage in performing

a task other than that being trained. Conversely, in order .to be consistent

vrith the potential tíme saving properties of the intermittent schedule and in

an attempt to augment the number of opportunitíes to practice Lhe training

task it affords, it was determined that the trainee should be permitted to

engage in the performance of the train;f,ng task during the frequent intersessicn

intervals.

Glven the problem of implementÍng a training program at the Manitoba

School workshops, the objective determínation of the most effective and practical

trainíng sessi-on schedule r,¡as selected as the target for analysís. This

study was primarily directed at comparíng t.he rate of learning during inter-

mittent Eraining sessions to that observed during extended training sessions.

Another aspect of this investigatÍon vras to determine íf the íntersession interval

activity associated vrith the intermittent schedule would result in trainees

emítting a greater number of error responses during intermittent training

sessj-ons than duríng extended training sessions.

An unexpected result occured Curing this study when t\.,ro trâinees failed

to learn the training tasks. This result was subsequently accounted for by

the identification of unique subject variables along the dimension of these

traineesr díscrimination repetoÍres. The assessment ÍnstrumenE employed for
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this purpose vras the AVC Scale (see Appendix A), developed by Kerr (1979).

It has been found thar an j.ndividualts performarrce on this test is predÍ.ctive

of his/her classroom learníng behavíor (Kerr et al., 1979). This study

provides soroe preli-minary evidence of the applicability of the AVC Scale in

predicting trainee performance during vocationat skill training sessions.

Method

Subjects, Sett.Íng, and Training Tasks

This study r.ras conducted ¡,¡hile provÍding vocaËional training to six

severely reËarded persons in a vrorkshop at the Manitoba School, a provincial

institution in Portage la Prairie, ltlanitoba (see Table 1). The first tvro dyads

of trainees (Ar, 81, and AZ, B2) were selected from approximately 35 cl-íents in
l_

Ehe workshop. These clients were selecËed solely on the basis of theír inability

to perform the two training tasks. I{hen A, and B, failed Ëo learn the Ëraíning

Ëasks, it was apparent that a superior procedure was required Ëo selecË additional

trainees who possessed adequaËe, and requisiÈe, learning skills. The third dyad

of trainees v/ere therefor subsequently selected r¿ith the additional critería LhaË

they demonstrated combined audit.ory and visual díscrínÍnatíon skills durÍ.ng an

administration of the AVC Scale. This third dyád of traínees consisted of two male

clients, one of r'¡hom had recently begun aËËending the workshop (A:) and a new

client (B^) who had never attended the workshop, buL v¡ho had engaged in a pre-
J

vocational program in a cottage setting. I{hen training was eompleEed wiÈh A, and

83, the AVC Scale was then adminisËered to the first two dyads of trainees (ie.

A, and B, and A, and Br).

Each traínee vras exposed Ëo a total task baseline procedure Eo document theír

inability to correctly complete the two trainíng tasks. For each task, the

traine-e vras seated aË a Eab1e conËaining the training Ëask parts. The t.rainer

Ëhen provided the trainee t¿ith an example of a compLeted Eask and a request Ëo

assemble Ëhe parts in an identical Banner.



Subj ec t

At

Sex

Bt

Age

Az

32

Stanford
Binet I. Q.

Table I

Description of Subj ects:l

Level of
Retardation

Bz

M

47

JO

^3

23

30

B3

M

50

Severe

30

:k Based on Institutional records.

M

27

Severe

Years of
Ins titutionalizat ion

20

4Õ

Severe

36

25

Severe

30

34

I^Iorkshop
Experience

Severe

3 years

Severe

34

3 years

11

2 years

3 years

Ni1

2 months

o\
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All training sessions occurred, in an area of the reorkshop r^rhich consisEed

of two large tables wíth t¿orking stations for 12 clients (including the tv/o

trainees receí-ving training). The workshop l{as managed and engineered according

Ëo the Productíon Supervisory Strategy (PSS) (Marrin et af., 1980). The PSS

included the followíng component.s: a) environmental engineering to reduce

distracËing stímuli; b) siËuational inducement procedures to evoke producEion

behaviors; c) and reínforcement sysËems to increase producËion and on task behaviors

The traíning for the first dyads of Ërainees r^/as provided by an under-

graduate student of behavior analysis and the author. The thÍrd dyad received

trainíng conducted by the auEhor and a workshop staff member vrho had over 30

years experience at the instiÈution but had no experience in conducting systematic

training sessions. This staff person was provided with approximately 3 hours of

instruction and role playing in Ehe training procedures prÍ.or to his parËicipaËÍon

-in the study.

The two traíni-ng tasks employed throughout the study v¡ere selecËed from

those tasks conËracted by the workshop and the final selection was deÈerrnined by

the availability of task parts. Each training task consisted of eight assembly

steps (see Appendix B). The trrlaterpack task consisted of the assembly of a cap

viÍth a spígot and the placemenË of an insËruction 1abel on a specified area of

the cap. The Coffee Pack task consisted of the insertion of a napkin, a pack of

sugar, a pack of coffee r.rhitener, and a stir sËick in a small plasÈie bag.

Preliminary Procedures

Before this study could take place, iË r¿as necessary to devise a

standardized Ëraíning format v/hich r¿ou1d compliment the staffts knowledge

of and experience in vocational traínÍng procedures. Vocational training

packages (eg., Bellamy eË al., 1979) presune the availability of a trainer who

possesses a relatively sophisticated knowledge of prompting, fading, and

reinforcement techniques. It is incumbent upon the trai.ner to determine the



kind and amounÈ of assistance Lhat is required for Ëhe client to ernit a

correct response, and to systernatically fade the prompts while using a

differentíal reínforcement system. From a practical point of view, the

problem with these systems is that they require the trainer to maintain

a continuous record of training data. These data include the kind of

assistance provided, the correctness of the response emitted, and the

number of contingenE reinforcements. An additional problem is that these

systems are removed from the considerable training ability of staff who

have had extensive practical experience in the workshop.

Cbservations during a pilot study established thät experieneed staff used

a continuous schedule of social approval provided contingently upon any

correct response (independent of the reínforcement history of that response

and the amount of assistarice provided by the Erainer). It v¡as also observed

that correct responses emitted with progressively less traíner assistance

received a greater magnitucle of social approval than those êmitted with n::re

assistance. This study therefore employed a standardized t.rainÍng format

which díd not require continuous data recording and which specified dífferential

magnitudes of social approval for correct responses emitted with graduated

(minimal to maxímal) assitance provided by the trainer. The magnitudes of

social- approval were differentiated by the number of vocal responses

contained. in the trainerrs verbal approval and by the presence and absence

of physical contact w.íth the traíner.

Another feature of behavioral training procedures is that they utllize

special physical resources which minimize Èrainee distracÈion and maximize

the trainer's control of aÈtending behaviors (eg., a room separated from the

workshop production setÈing). Since ;Ehese resources \ùere not available for this

study, the trainees' assembly and on-task behavíor. were placed under the
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functional control of the Production Supervisory Strategy (PSS) (see Martin

et al., 1980), ruhich was employed throughout the workshop. This strategy

permitted the conduct of training sessions in the natural workshop seËting.

Dependent Variables

Tte trainees t performance on each of the t\^/o training tasks was evaluated

in terms of the percentage of trials per session that were correctly completed

with no assistance from the trainer (eg'.r, the proportíon of perfect trials per

session). A score of 1002 represented all trials during a session being

completed with no errors or traíner assist.ance. Conversely, a score of

0% j-ndícated that traíner assistance !,ras required to complete at least one

step of each trial. The number of errors emitted by trainees durÍng both

extended and. intermittent traÍning sessions was determined by the recorded

level of trainer assistance provided to correctly compleEe each training step

contacted during the session (see next section).

A second dependent variable recorded during this study lüas the cumulative

amount of time each trainer spent engaged ín conductír,rg each trainee.rs

intermittent and extended training sessíons. This time began when the trainer

sat beside the trainee at the beginning of a session and termínated when

the trainer lefË his seat at Ëhe end of the session.

Interobserver Reliabilities

trrterobserver reliabilíties (IORs) were conducted for the t\nro

dependent variables by independent observers present duríng over 207. of the

training sessions. The percentage agreemenl fort.he occurrence and non-

occurrence of correctly completed trials per session was calculated by dividing

Èhe number of agreements by the number of agreements plus disagreemenËs, and

multiplying by 100. The mean interobserver agreements for the number of

perfeetly completed trials throughouÈ the three conditions of this study

ranged from 96"/, Eo L007", for an overall average of 99"A.
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Agreement on the total amount of

determined by dividing the smaller by

The mean percentage agreement for the

conducËing sessíons \^ras L00%.

training fime per session was

the larger and multiplying by 100.

amount of trainer time consumed in

Drring each IOR session conducted duríng training sessions, the observer

recorded the approprÍateness of the prompts and approval presented by

the trainer for each step of each trial. That is, for each step contacted

during a trial, the observers provided an independent assessment of the

extent to which the Lrainer provided prompÈs and approval in a manner

consistent vrith the prescribed trainíng procedure (see next section).

Agreement for occurrences and nonoccurrences of correctly presented pronpts

and approval was determined by díviding the number of agreements by the

total number of agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100. The

mean agreement score for both correctl-y presented prompts and approval per

trial was 1002.

Experimental Design and Procedure

Each traineets performance during intermittent and extended trairring

sessions v/as compared in a multi-element design (Kazdin and Hartmann, 1978;

l"lurphy, Doughty, and Nunes, L979). This desígn permitËed each trainee to

learn one lask during intermittent sessions and the other task during extended

sessions. Each trainee was assigned a trainer who conducted all training

sessj-ons for that tralnee.. In addition, the assignment of training task

to the two kinds of sessions \,'ras counterbalanced across the two subjects in

each dyad.. This latter procedure was designed to control for possible

differences in the training tasks' inherent level of difficulty, especially

when- the training performance afforded separately by intermit.tent and

ext.ended sessions r¡¡as summarízed across all six trainees.
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Each dyad of trainees LTas sequentially exposed to three conditions

for each task. Criterion performance during training r¡as followed by a

generalization condition designeC to transfer stimulus control of the newly

acquíred Ëask to the general workshop area. This latter condition was followed

by a tr¡ro half-day follow-up of the Lrainees t performånce on the training task

in the general workshop area and in the absence of the trainer.

Condition A: Training. The training procedure employed during both

intermittent and extended sessions is depicted in Figure l. There were

four 1eve1s of trainer assistance (or prompts) which could be presented in

order to evoke a correct response f.or a particular step. A differential

magniEude of social approval was assigned to each prompt leve1, and all

social approval was provided contingent upon a correct response following

the presentation of a prompt. The prompt levels lrere as follows:

Level 4 prompË: The trainer requested the overall assembty of

training task and no assistance r^ras provided

for the completíon of the step.

Level 4 social approval: Three or more words of praise

(eg., "Boy, are you smartl'!) and physical

cqltacE betv¡een the trainer and the trainee

( eg., a paL on the traineers back) was

provided.

Lerel 3 prompt: The trainer requested the traínee to attend

to the trainí-ng task by saying "Do it the

right way, like this one,t' and concurrently

poviding the trainee with an example of a

correct.ly eompleted step.



Contíngent upon a request to
assemble Ëask, or to continue
assembly behaviour,

if no R within 5rrevention

Place exemplar
last correctly
completed step
front of S

12.

/13 praise and
contact Permit
S to engage in
next step

Províde one Level 3 Prompt

if no R within- 5"

//3 praise... Permi
S to engage in
next step

R prevention

Place exemplar of
l-as t completed
step in front of S

revention

Pl-ace exemplar of
last completed
step in front of S

Iì. prevenËio

Place exemplar of
las t complet.ed
step in front of S

/11 praise. Permi
S to engage in
next ste

Figure 1. Training procedure
i.ntermittent and

followed during
extended training sessions.
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Level 3 socíal approval: The trainer provided the trainee

with three \,vords of praise (eg., "Very

well done.")

Level 2 prompt: The trainer provided one 1evel 3 prompt,

described each component of the step,

provided instruction concerning their

cûrrect position of assembly, then

requested the trainee to perform the

step.

Level 2 social approval: The Lrainer provided the traínee

vzlth two words of praise (eg., "Good boyl").

Level I prompt: The trainer proviCed one level 3 and one

1eve1 2 prompt, demonstrated the correct

assembly of the step, then requested

the trainee to perform the step.

Le¡el 1 social approval: The trainer provided the trainee

with one word of praise (eg., "Fine".).

Level 0 prompt: The trainer provÍded one level 3, one

1e¡el 2 and one 1eve1 I prompt then

provided the trainee wíth physical

quidance in correctly completing the

step.

A training tríal began when the trainer issued a request for the

trainee to engage in Ëhe overall assembly of the trainÍng task. Each step

correctly completed with no additional trainer assistance \¡ras consequated

wíth an instance of Level 4 social approval. *.1 the trainee emitted an

incorrect respcnse, the trainer removed the incorrectly assembled parts

and prevented the trainee from completing the rest of Èhe t.ask steps. An
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example of the last correctly completed step r^/as bhen placed in front

of the trainee and a Level 3 prompt was provided by the trainer. Sub-

sequently, a correct response \,/as reinforced wiËh Level 3 socÍal approval,

and an incorrect response evoked a repeated instance of response prevention

and the presentation of a Level 2 prompt. In this manner, the traíner

provided graduatedessistance for each sËep, culminaÈ.ing in Ehe provision of

physical guidance (Level 0 prompt) and the request to continue task assembly

behavior, thereby evoking the assembly of the next step. During a training

session, completely assembled tasks were deposited in a regular production

bin and contingent reinforcement for production behavior T¡ras maintained

according to the PSS and \¡/as managed by that trainer engaged in the conduct

of intermÍttent sessions

For each dyad, one traínee received intermitient training in the

inlaterpack and extended training in the Coffee Pack task, while the other

traínee received extended Waterpacic and intermittent Coffee I'ack Eraíning.

Both traínees received training wíth. a designated trainer, during

randomly alternating morníng and afternoon blocks of time 6e ., 24 hour

half day periods). The crj-terion for t.erminating trainíng sessíons, on each

task, was the correct and unassísted assembly of a1l task steps for 15

consecutive trials

fntermittent sessions. For each half-day period, a trainee recej-ved

six intermirtent sessions which \¡/ere a maximum of 10 minutes in duration

(see Fígure 2). These r^¡ere four l5-minute intersession intervals and one

3O-minute interval ¡qhich included a l5-minute coffee break engaged in by

all workshop clients. During Ehese intersession intervals, the trainee !¡as

permitred to engage in the producEíon of the traÍning task, and the trainer
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A.M.

tr'"ô

9:OO

(ì.1ô

1O:0O

1O:3O

11:00

11:30

12:OO

12:30

EXTENDED
TRAINING SESSION

INTERMITTENT
TRAINING SESSION
SCHEDi]LE

8:30

9:OO

1O:30

11 :0O

11 :30

t2:OO

12:30

1:OO

P.ivl.

Figure 2. IntermitËent and extended training session schedules
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r¡ras occupied in the production supervision of 12 clients in the training

area. At the beginning of each intermittent session, the trainer

ínspected the tasks assembled by the trainee during the previous inter-

session interval. The Ërainer then requested the correction of any in-

correctly assembled steps and provided graduated assistance to evoke these

corrections. These corrected task steps T/üere never consequated with social

approval, even if they occurred wíthout trainer assistance. A maximum of

Èhree minutes of each íntermittent session \Aras consumed in evoking task-step

correction.

Extended sessions. There were three 3O-minute extended training sessions

scheduled for each half-day period (see Fígure 2). The trainee engaged in the

produetíon of a nontraining task during the two 3O-mínute ínLersession

intervals. During these intervals the trainer r¡ras absent from the trainÍng

area. The production contingencies directed aË the traineest asseinbly

behavior during extended Ëraíning sessions and accompanying intervals were

maintained by the other traíner who was, at these times, engaged ín conducting

intermittent sessions with the oËher trainee.

CondiËion B: GenexaLization. Follcwíng the completion of training on

a Ëask, Ëhe traínee t.hen engaged in the production of that task at Ëhe same

table where training had occured. Duríng this time, the t.rainer contacted

the trainee every 15 minutes durÍng the half day periods and provided him/her

with Level 4 soclal approval for each correctly assembled task completed

sínce the last trainer contact. For each incorrectly completed task, the

trainer requested itts correction and provided the trainee with graduated

assi-qtance in order to effect thís correction. These corrected responses

v¡ere not consequated with social- approval, regardless of the levef of

assistance that was provided.
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After eight consecutive trainer contacËs at the Lraining table

during which no incorreeEly completed tasks r¡ere observed, the trainee

was then placed at a Ìuorkstation in the general workshop area. I,Ihtle

in this area, the trainer contacfed the trainee every 30 minutes duríng

Ëhe half day periods. These contacts were oËherwise procedurally identical

to those provided aÈ the training table. The traineets production in this

area !üas supervised by other r¿orkshop staff who were instructed not to

provid,e the trainee r¿irh feedback concerning Lhe correcËness of his/her

work. After eight consecutive trainer contacts in Èhe general workshop area

duríng which no incorrectly compleËed tasks were observed, Ehe trainee did

not receíve further contacts with his/her trainer.

Condition C: Follow-up. Followíng the termination of traíner contacts

in the genera1ization condit.ion, the trainee maintained producËion of che

training task ín Ëhe general workshop area f or tl^/o half day periods. During

thís Eíme, the workshop staff supervised the trainneets production and

mainËaíned a record of the number of correctly and incorrectly completed t.asks.

Results

Figures 3 and 4 depict Ëhe training performance of Trainees A, and

B, respectively. For both Trainees, criterion performarlce on the Coffee:'

Pack task r¿as reached more quickly Ëhan on the Waterpack task. Their

performance on the AVC Scale at the end of the study indicated that boLh trainees

r{ere able to make combined auditory-visual discrimÍnatíons.

Trainees A, and B,f.aí7ed to reach criterion on boÈh training tasks.

Neither Trainee correctly completed a single t.raining trial on either Ëask (ie .,

Ëhey requÍred trainer assistance during each trial). An administration of the

AVC Scale at the end of the sËudy revealed LhaÈ both Trainees were unable to

engage in simple visual, match-to-sample, auditory, and combined auditory-

visual discríminations.
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Figure 5 and 6 are records of the training performance of the third

dyad of Trainees (4, and B, respectively) rnrho vrere selected for traÍning after

completing the combined audítory-visual dÍscriminatíon task of Ehe AVC Scale.

As seen in Figure 6, Trainee B, was the only trainee who acquired the Water-

pack task more rapidly than the Coffee Pack task. The only ot.her notable

feaEure of these figures is the fact that Dyad 3 Trainees experienced

fewer errors during the generalizatíon condition than did Dyad I Trainees.

An analysís of the rates of learning afforded by intermittent and

extended sessions v¡as obscured by the fact Ehat. three ouE of four t.rainees

reached criLerion on the Coffee Pack task more rapidly, regardless of the

schedule of the traíning sessions. The implication of this data is Ëhat Ehe

Coffee Pack Ëask was inherently less difficult to learn than the Waterpack

task and thaË a within-subject analysis of the effectiveness of Ëhe two

schedules would be complicaËed.

,Figure 7 depicts the Ëot.al amount of trainer time consumed in

conducting intermiÊtent and exËended sessions for those Ërainees that. meE

the Ëraining criterion. With respect to the time spent training the I^Iater-

pack task, the interttríttent sessíons required 34% less Èrainer time than the

exËended sessions. In terms of the time involved in training the Coffee

Pack task, the conduct of intermittent sessíons required 28iZ Less trainer

time than Ëhat required by the exEended training sessions.

Table 2 reveals Lhe average number of errors per trial Ehal each trainee

emitted during intermittent and extended Lraining sessions. Only two

trainees (A' and Ar) emiÈted proportionately more errors during inter-

mittent training sessions. With Èhe exeeption of Trainee A' all trainees

emifted proportionaËely feruer errors during lhe Coffee Pack training sessions.
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Number of trials
during intermittent

Table 2

and errors for each Ërainee
and extended training sessions

Subj ec t Task

Training
Ses s ion
Schedule

Number
of

Traíning
Trials

Total
Errors
During

Training

Average
Number

of
Errors

per
Training
Trial

Al
coffeepack

\,/aterpack

coffeepack

vraterpack

coffeepack

v¡aterpack

coffeepaek

\.,iaterpAck

coffeepack

\4Taterpack

coffeepack

\.,/âterpack

extended

intermittent

inËertniËtent

extended

exËended

intermittent

intermittent

extended

extended

íntermitËent

intermittent

extended

s4

75

226

105

114

L77

25

r42

20

735

BI3

7LB

1 ,003

L,625

.46

1.89

3. 60

6.84

2.9L

2.80

B1

Ar*

B^ -'-

B^
J

23

59

44

4s

À
J

.s4

2.74

37

268

B. BO

9.18

.36

1. 00

67

r65

I6

45

*DÍd not reach training criteria.
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Discussion

Despite an atËempt to equate the tl^/o training Ëasks in terms of

their level of diffículty, the results of this study Índicated Ëhat the

Coffee Pack task was less difficult to learn Ehan Ëhe l^/aterpack task. Three

of the four trainees who completed training learned the Coffee Pack task

more readily. Further, five of the six trainees involved in the study

emítted proporËionately less errors r¿hi1e learning to perform the Coffee

Pack Ëask. Consequently, the quesÈion of the relative learning raËes afforded

by inËermittent and extended training sessions remains unans!üered. Nevertheless,

a visual analysis of the traineesr performances suggests that, overall, the

intermittent training sessions I¡/ere as effective as the extended sessions.

It is not obvious that intermiËtent sessj-ons afforded a higher rate of Ëraining

errors.

The data concerning trainer time :1¡¿lcates tha¡ criterion Eraining

performance can be achieved wíth approximately ens third less traÍner time

when conductíng intermiËtent sessions rather than extended sessÍons.

Additíonally, the conduct of intermittent sessions permiËs the trainer to

concurrenLly supervíse Èhe production of up to t$/elve other v¡orkers in the

training area, For these reasons aloner shelËered workshops should be

encouraged to employ an intermittent schedule of training sessions. Innovative

use of this schedule could result in a significant increase in the amount of

training afforded to workshop clíents.

The use of the AVC Scale during this study v/arrants further conünent.

In additÍon to providing preliminary evídence of the scale t s ability to

predíct vocational traini-ng success, this sËudy highlights the need for

workbhops to develop sysEematic trainee selection procedures. Given that

only a fínite number of training opportunities can be provided in the

workshop aË any given time, a system is required to determine r¿hich cllencs
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should have priority in training. Priorities cannot be deËermined, however,

without reference to the nature of the task to be trained. Essentially, Ëhe

sysLenatÍc traínÍng of a particular task should be afforded Ëo those clients

who are best prepared for, and most likely to succeed ín, the discriminaËions

inherent in the task. For example, Dyad 2 was ill prepared.for successful

trainíng in the ilaËerpack task. One of the steps of this task r¿as to place

an instruction label exactly in the middle of the cap. In additíon Ëo

requíring the trainee to engage in fine ,visual discriminations, efficacious

training of this step \../as proportional to the extent that Ëhe trainee?s

sticker-placing behavior came under the sËímulus control of the trainerts

verbal operants. As the AVC Scale revealed, neither A, nor B, was able to

make even símple auditory-visual combined discríminations. The implícation

for the development of vocational trainíng packages is the inclusion of a

traínee selection procedure which prevents a Ëraínee being exposed Ëo certain

faílure becarrse of his/her inadequate learning-Ëo-learn skills.
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Appendix A

Learning-to-Learn Skills

Appraised by the AVC Scale

1. Imitation

2. Position Discrimination

3. Visual Discrimination

4. Match - to - Sample

5. Auditory Díscrimination

6. Auditory - Vísual Combined Discriminatíon
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Appendix B

Task Analyses of the Waterpack

and Coffee Pack Tasks

1. trrlaterpack Task Steps

l. Place the gashet ín the ca-p.

2. Insert the gashet wíth the popsicle stick.

3. Pick up a sticker and remove backing.

4. Place the sticker on the cap.

5. Rub the sticker on the cap.

6. Place the fawcet. in the cap.

7. Screw the fawcet inLo the cap.

8. Turn the f ar^¡cet handle up\,rards .

2. Coffee Pack Task Steps

1. FoId a napkin in half.

2. Fold the'.napkin.over', rone Ëhird.

3. Place a bag on the table with the opening facing

a\474Y.

4. Open the bag.

5. Insert the napkin.

6. Insert a coffemate package in front of the napkin.

7. Insert a pack of sugar in front of the coffemaËe.

B. Insert a stir stick between Ëhe coffemate and

sugar.


